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You entered the gates of NSIT, 
with butterflies in your stom-
ach, uneasy about the life you’ll 
be leading for the next four 
years, wondering how things 
will turn out. Or maybe you 
came in, pumped with confi-
dence, certain that you’ll be 
accomplishing wonders in the 
years to come. But more likely 
than not, you came here, hop-
ing that you’ll leave as a better 
version of yourself (along with a 
hefty package hopefully!).

After years of perseverance 
and turmoil of academics and 
coaching institutes, you’ve fi-
nally been able to achieve a 
milestone in life by reaching 
this prestigious institution. Our 
heartiest congratulations to 
you, but, dear fresher, the true 
journey of life has just begun. 
Your school was a protective 
cocoon, shielding you from 
the harsh realities of life. But, 

at NSIT, you’ll be the master of 
your own will, free to do as you 
desire. So remember that with 
great power, comes great re-
sponsibility.

The first week of college is 
about breaking the ice among 
your batchmates. You’ll spend 
the next 8 semesters of your 
college life with these very peo-
ple. So, taking the first step of 
friendship is the wisest thing 
to do. Following the first week, 
you’ll be enthralled by the var-
ious events organized specially 
for you - the official and unoffi-
cial freshers’ parties, NSITthon 
and Resonanz wherein you’ll 
gather a bundle of memories 
and cherish them  for the rest 
of your life. That’s the beauty 
of college life - it is never dull, 
except during the semester ex-
aminations. So make each day 
count.

As for the academic pressure, 
study, but try not to earn the tag 
of ghissu. Bunking classes once 
in a while won’t do you much 
harm either. Try not to be the 
one spoiling the mass bunks, 
otherwise you’ll be cursed for a 
lifetime.

Seniors will be your guardian 
angels throughout your journey 
at NSIT. Desperate for notes? 
Want someone to talk to re-
garding girlfriend issues? In dire 
need of some random life ad-
vice? Seniors will always come 
through for you. But mind you, 
address them as Sir/Ma’am, 
kyunki bhaiya toh McCain wale 
bhi hai!

Dear parents, your child has 
accomplished something com-
mendable, something which 
most couldn’t fathom to achieve 
and it surely is a proud moment 
for you. They have successfully 

proven their mettle and demon-
strated that they are better 
than ‘Sharmiji ka beta’, but now, 
the path that lies ahead of them 
isn’t a cakewalk and would rede-
fine their entire life. You might 
find them having turned over a 
new leaf. But change is refresh-
ing, isn’t it?  Soon, they’ll be join-
ing the ranks of successful engi-
neers and in no time, you’ll take 
pride in their achievements and 
in the person they would have 
then become.
To the batch of 2020, we’d like 
to say,

“As you leave your home to set 
sail on a journey

With a favoring wind and a 
flowing tide, with a quiet sea and 

a star to guide,
May you sail to the isles of great-

ness beyond the blue,
May your ship reach home and 
may your dreams come true.”
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Ipshita Chatterjee and 52 others.

Nishtha Jain and 74 others.

 
checked in at

wrote

August 2nd

August 16th

Tanmay Singh

Soumya Bisht Unofficial Freshers - Your Induction Into The Famed College Life

Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology

Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology
Technical Institue . Delhi

1. Boys’ Hostel 

2. Girls’ Hostel 

3. Sports Complex

4. Nescii Lawns 

5. Mini Zayca 

6. Zayca 

7. McCain 

8. Just Café 

9. NSIT Guitar

10. Shopping Complex 

11. Library 

12. The Admin Block

13. Fountain Area 

14. ECE/BT Block 

15. COE/IT Block

16. ICE/MPAE Block 

17. ME Block

18. Moksha Ground

19. Workshops

20. Parking Lot

If you thought that choices in life 
became easier after choosing 
NSIT over DTU, wait till you have to 
choose a freshers party! Unofficial 
fresher parties at NSIT are no less 
than the US Presidential elections 
and you are bestowed with the 
most powerful rights of them all - 

the right to choose. From publicity 
posts, posters, memes and vid-
eos to flocking classes, dispensing 
life-altering gyaan, early bird dis-
counts and group discounts, each 
senior will manage to convince you 
that their party in the next biggest 
glitzy club, has the best food, the 

best DJ, the best dancing expe-
rience, the best location and of 
course, the best possible way to 
interact. But amidst the barrage 
of over-aggressive party publici-
ty, you need to make an informed 
and wise decision. Choose a party 
where your friends are going to, 

because more than all the glitz 
and the glamour, what will stay 
with you are the memories. And 
those, just so you know my friend, 
are also made under the shade of 
the trees in the Nescii lawns. Hap-
py deciding!
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“There is no sincerer love than the love of food.” ― George Bernard Shaw

Here, at NSIT, there are several small joints to tease the taste-buds but the real magic, as you will soon discover, is beyond the gates of the campus. 
Here is a rundown of what you need to know to survive, thrive and feel alive in our little corner of Dwarka.

McCain/Just Cafe

New Zayca

Dwarka Mor Stalls

Pizza Yum

Drool Kitchen

Cheap . Cafeteria

 Medium . Casual Dining

 Medium . Stalls

Cheap . Delivery . Pizza Fast 
Food

Medium-Expensive . 
Casual Dining

Mini Zayca

Spiceshot

KFC
Sector 4 Sector 4 Ashirwad Chowk 

Sector 10 Sector 5

CCD

Burger King Dunkin’ Donuts

McDonald’s

Cheap . Convenient

Medium-Expensive . 
Semi- Fine Dining

Main Zayca
Medium . Casual Dining

wrote

“With a wide variety of dishes and bev-
erages available, you’ll soon have your 
own favourites, which will inevitably 
lead to heated arguments with your 
friends. Just be careful, not everything 
is available on the menu.”

“If one has to quickly eat some real food 
between classes and is far too lazy to 
leave the campus, this will be the place 
you’ll find them for lunch. However, the 
quality is a far cry from the Zayca in 
Sector-4.”

“A place where you will want to cel-
ebrate a senior’s placement or your 
first cash prize. Don’t forget to ask for 
that NSIT discount or the fact that they 
serve more than just great food!”

“Right next to the Admin Block, this is 
an absolute godsend for those need-
ing a quick bite between classes. Be 
warned though, a small and unimpres-
sive menu soon becomes insufficient.”

“A much better experience than its 
in-campus cousin, be sure to check 
out the momos and the rooftop expe-
rience.”

“Some of the best value-for-money-
meals can be found here for those who 
can take the less than stellar sanitation 
of the area. Also, the juice corner is just 
about the best beverage available in 
this little corner of Dwarka.”

Mc

“Look out for the several offers avail-
able at this place; you won’t be dis-
appointed with the variety of pizzas. 
There’s always something for everyone, 
even if it’s cramped.”

“There are several comparable restau-
rants near Dwarka Mor Metro Station 
such as Pizza Way’s, Pizza Circle and of 
course your run-off-the-mill Domino’s 
and Pizza Hut.”

“A place for all your North Indian, Chi-
nese and Italian cravings; this place will 
definitely notdisappoint you one bit.”

“Ramphal Chowk in general has plenty 
of great food joints that you can try out 
for yourself! Just be careful not to get 
lost and/or robbed.”

Py

Dk

Mz

Dm

Like . Reply

And don’t forget all these fast food chains:

Pritish Chatterjee and 123 others.

Annoying Senior
1 comment

“Excellent place to chill and relax after a 
long day at college. This place will make 
you believe in magic and make you 
wish passive smoking wasn’t a thing. 
Don’t miss out on the Cheese Maggi!” 

Dwarka mor

Adjacent to the Library

Sector 4

Dwarka Mor

Dwarka Mor

Sector 10 Sector 11

Near Boys’ Hostel

Adjacent to the Admin Block

Khokha
Cheap . For the ChillersKh Mi

Nz

Sp

August 16th
Perez Yeptho Food Joints

 Do come to our freshers 
Unlimited food and better AC!!!

For the Girls’ Hostel in Sector - 9
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HT City Fresh On Campus @NSITposted on its event

Tags :

ht
city September 4th

Dora’s and Diego’s - the explorer 
fuchhas aside, chances are that 
two months and an unofficial fresh-
ers party later, you aren’t entirely 
aware of your seniors, teachers or 
your campus as one would guess. 
Fear not because September shall 
come soon and with that, so shall 
your initiation into the legendary 
college life.The event, organised by 
HT City every year, may be called 
official freshers but the main mot-
to lies in winning the coveted best 
branch after a gruesome battle of 
music, dance and drama.

The days leading to the event will 
be a series of bunking classes, au-
ditioning for a chance to participate 
(Note : the auditions aren’t hard to 
crack and we highly recommend 
that you participate), meeting se-
niors and making tonnes of friends 
from your respective branch.

For all the fuchhas who believe that 
they can shine solo, your moment 
is here! A chance to win various 
titles with Mr. and Ms. Freshers 
being the ultimate title everyone 
vies for. So remember to dress to 
impress but we strongly recom-

mend that you don’t bother going 
over-the-top since we all are, after 
all, seedhe-saadhe engineers who 
wear pyjamas to class.

When the day finally arrives, you 
will find yourselves clicking million 
photos with your classmates (See 
? You finally bonded with them !), 
dancing away and cheering your 
throats dry for your branch  (Also 
note : COE has a very strong cheer-
leading squad ! Infact, legend says, 
the Boys Hostel even sees seniors 
rehearse how to cheer with their 
juniors a night before the freshers 

!) Your hard work bears fruit when 
you finally hear that your branch 
has won and you are promised a 
treat by your seniors that never re-
ally comes to fruition, to be honest 
( this year may see a change. Nev-
er stop trying !).But most of all, you 
finally have enough memories that 
can translate into an adventurous 
little story that you can relay to all 
those who called you a ghissu in 
12th !

Happy Exploring !

Welcome to NSIT! And welcome 
to the never-ending feud between 
the two warring families.

Now, it is your turn to pick sides. 
Proceed with utmost caution for, 
your decision shall pave the way 
for all your decisions in the future. 
The dilemma is indeed real and 
here are the things which we be-
lieve you should keep in mind while 
deciding which group you should 
swear loyalty to -- the Dayski’s or 
the Hostellers :

Nsit Curfew: The Race against 
time
Hostels have curfews. Period. 
Girls’ Hostel has 8:30 pm carved 
onto their biological clock for life 
while, the curfew time of Boys’ 
hostel is a joke. But in the Admin’s 
defense, all activities in the cam-
pus usually wrap up by 8 pm and 
incase of fests, the curfew is ex-
tended to a decent enough time. 
The dayski’s may face similar cur-
fews in the form of parents setting 
down restrictions or the restric-
tion faced due to the the distance 
of your house from the campus 
-- either ways, every NSITian is, in 

some way or the other, a Cinderel-
la at midnight except for the fact 
that at NSIT, midnight is always 
8:30 pm. Just the tiny part wherein 
hostellers wake up 15 minutes be-
fore class and dayski’s are forced 
to start their day before the sun 
does.
Winner :  Hosteller

Raat baaki. Always :
Birthdays at midnights in the hos-
tel are quite the sight. And not just 
birthdays. No event for hostellers 
ends at the venue. It is always 
carried on in the hostel. Midnight 
cakes, impromptu dance parties, 
movie nights-- you name it and the 
hostellers have nailed it. The hos-
tel is like a whole new world and 
you will definitely end up having a 
huge hostel- squad that you share 
your ups and downs with. Also, 
evening walks are the best!
Winner :  Hosteller

Kahani Khaane-khaane Ki
No matter how happy you are 
with the variety of dishes on the 
mess menu, wait for a week and 
you shall find tiny flaws in every-
thing you eat and the monotony 

of a fixed menu will annoy you so 
much so that you will crave even 
the karela your mom cooks.The 
amount you spend eating out will 
increase exponentially with your 
stay in the hostel. Dear dayski, well 
aren’t you a lucky sunshine? On 
that note, please pack a little extra 
in your dabbas for your hosteller 
friends (sachhi dosti ki shuruaat)
Winner :  Dayski’s

Padhai ho na ho ?
Well, well, well. For all those who 
think hostels are the place where 
your minds will magically start fo-
cusing on studies, you are awfully 
wrong. Unless you are a tapas-
vi who knows no moh maaya, it 
is highly unlikely that you’ll sit to 
study before the nights of the ex-
ams. Dayski’s however, have their 
parents monitoring their stud-
ies and that is something that 
hostellers crave -- just someone to 
snatch their mobiles away.
Winner : Dayskis

Fests, fests and, fests. Aur NSIT 
‘fests’ hai
Logistics work is usually done by 
hostellers and that sees lot many 

strong bonds formed between 
students of all years. However, 
dayski’s needn’t worry for, you can 
stay in the hostel during the bigger 
fests like Moksha. Talk about hav-
ing the best of both worlds, right ?
Winner : Nobody, really.

Others 

Your transformation into a 
gharelu bai: Dayski’s don’t face 
that. Plus, they have AC and nice 
wifi.

Jungle tours : Nobody knows the 
campus as good as a hosteller 
does. If you are a dayski, befriend 
hostellers

Money or nothing : While the 
hostellers manage to save the 
money which dayski’s spend on 
travelling daily, the eating out takes 
an equal toll on their pockets.

The 
Alliance

Search

Dayskis Vs Hostellers
by Soumya Bisht

Hostel Day Scholar Life NSIT
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Where profits are the smiles of 
the forgotten.

Raising entrepreneurs - 
one business model at a time.

Developers R Us.

On the stage or on the streets,
what’s life without a little drama? 

Our hearts pump the questions 
and answers gush through our 
veins.

Speed of a hawk on the wheels 
of progress.

A person without the knowl-
edge of his culture, is a like a 
tree without roots 

The energy of the Sun on 4 
wheels

Focus, capture, reminisce, re-
peat.

I dreamt that life was joy. I awoke 
and saw that life was service. I 
acted and behold, service was 
joy. 

Make yourself heard. The podi-
um is ready delegate, are you?

Notes. Check. Results. Check. 
The code every NSITian needs 
to crack.

The world is your canvas and 
your mind, the pallette.

Your one stop solution to all 
admin-related queries

A poem transpires what the 
heart is reluctant to speak

Come watch the skies and get 
lost in worlds other than ours

Where dance speaks of stories 
untold.

Sky was never the limit. Don’t 
forget about the space above it.

Bridging gaps between comput-
ers and you.

Management. Consultancy. 
Class. Tech got nothing on us.

Indulge in a world where money 
is time and economies are souls 
of the nations.

Coding our way to greater 
heights

Educating youth. Empowering 
the nation

A passion for dance unmatched; 
enthusiasm redefined.

To mark the end of a journey 
and make it last forever.

Because every heart needs a 
beat.

A global reach with a local pres-
ence to connect and prepare 
technology enthusiasts for the 
challenges of the modern world.

Societies at NSIT
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Society Fests

October 3rd
Vandana Miglani shared a memory from October 2015Resonanz’15

Attachment Unavailable

Till now, what I experienced in NSIT 
was merely a magnified version 
of what I did in school (except of 
course, the added freedom to bunk 
classes!). What has truly changed 
my opinion though, was our in-
tra-college fest Resonanz. From the 
Natyamanch on Day 1 to the Mr. 
and Ms. Resonanz on Day 3, each 
event was more enjoyable than the 
previous. 

As a participant of the Rangmanch, 
the interbranch dance competition, 
I had the opportunity to interact 
with the seniors of my branch and 

batch mates from other sections, 
with whom I didn’t have much con-
tact before. The perks of being a 
participant are undeniable. I be-
came aware of what actually takes 
place behind the scenes, in making 
the fests happen- how each event 
rises from just planning on paper 
to its final execution. There was just 
so much to learn and explore. 

In addition to Rangmanch, I also wit-
nessed other events. Natyamanch, 
the dramatics event, saw enthu-
siastic participation from first and 
second years alike, with the plays 

conveying messages about social 
issues humorously. Mr. and Ms. 
Resonanz also saw a packed audi-
torium. The candidates were made 
to endure challenging rounds, fol-
lowed by the personal interview, 
which was reported to be gruelling. 
Then came Panache, the Fashion 
Parade, which quite literally blew 
my mind and left the entire audi-
ence spellbound.

Words would fall short to describe 
this enthralling experience. I now 
appreciate the hype that is creat-
ed around fests. They serve as a 

break from the monotony of ev-
eryday schedule of an engineering 
college and at the same time, pro-
vide a platform for showcasing our 
talents, interaction with our peers, 
honing personal skills and groom-
ing oneself. 
I just can’t wait for Moksha now!

The NSIT Quiz Fest is the annu-
al quizzing festival organised by The 
NSIT Quiz Club, one of the most re-
nowned and respected quiz clubs in 
the country. Ranked among the top 
competitive quiz festivals in Delhi, 
this year, it witnessed a participation 
of students from over 75 colleges 
and schools, over a period of 3 days 
in the month of March. The quizzes 
promised something for everyone, 
with a wide variety of questions 

across different themes - sports, 
business, entertainment, general, 
music, India, science and mythol-
ogy. Several of these quizzes were 
open to all, thus inviting participa-
tion from students and profession-
als alike. The participants enthusi-
astically engaged in a battle of wits 
and the winners were awarded with 
cash prizes. Over the years, the NSIT 
Quiz Fest has witnessed the partici-
pation of some of the most popular 
names of Indian quizzing such as Joy 
Bhattacharjya, Avinash Mudaliar, Sa-
manth Subramanian, Dr. Subrojit and 
Vikram Joshi as well.

Colloquium, The Annual Debat-
ing and Literary Festival of NSIT, or-
ganized by The Debating Society, was 
held in the month of March. One of 
the biggest debating festivals in the 
DU Circuit, it witnessed around 5000 
debating and literary enthusiasts. As 
many as seven different committees 
were simulated this year, judged by 
an experienced Executive Board, 
whose presence definitely added to 

the participants’ experience. In addi-
tion, a series of other engaging com-
petitions, such as a Parliamentary 
debate, a conventional debate and 
a case study competition were also 
organized with exciting prizes up for 
grabs. Also, two panel discussions, 
featuring renowned personalities 
like CK Raju and author Satyajit Nair, 
were held. To lighten up the mood, 
the festival also invited participants 
for an evening of Slam Poetry. With 
each passing year, Colloquium raises 
the bar and the plethora of events 
provide opportunities for everyone 
to grow and learn.

Consilium - The NSIT Business 
Conclave is an inter-college fest or-
ganized by the Finance and Econom-
ics Society of NSIT and is considered  
amongst the best in the Delhi cir-
cuit. Held in the month of February, 
it calls out to all the potential econ-
omists to seize the opportunity to 
hone their financial and economical 
skills, through a series of well-orga-
nized competitions. The Conclave 

commenced with an interactive ses-
sion with notable alumni, working in 
some of the world’s finest institu-
tions, as speakers. The offline round 
acted as the preliminary stage, and 
teams which cleared it were invit-
ed to participate in the on-campus 
rounds, judged by a panel of indi-
viduals, suitable for the respective 
events because of their experience 
in the same. A wide variety of chal-
lenges were arranged including 
Mock Stock (simulating the trading 
of stocks, testing the participants’ 
spontaneity), The White Collar Job, 
Samavesh, Brokers’ Paradise and 
many more. 

Entrepreneurial Summit, more 
commonly known as E-Summit is 
E-Cell NSIT’s very own fest. E-Cell at 
NSIT aims to function  as a starting 
point for students with innovative 
ideas, which can change  the face of 
the industry, and who  also have the 
enthusiasm to convert the idea envi-
sioned by them into an  enterprise. 
To promote these necessary qual-
ities and search for such talented 

individuals, E-Cell organizes this an-
nual fest. With young entrepreneurs, 
organized events, puzzling and in-
spiring competitions, this fest aims 
to induce the entrepreneurial pas-
sion within the participants. It con-
sisted of 3 events – eNNOVATE, The 
Sherlock Diaries (Case Study Com-
petition) and the Marketing Maestro, 
which assessed the contestants on 
qualities which are deemed import-
ant for a successful entrepreneur 
such as - passion, determination, 
spontaneity, the ability to move out 
of their comfort zone, to challenge 
themselves and be practical. 

Virasat, organized by Spic Ma-
cay NSIT aimed to reunite all of us 
to our Indian roots. Renowned and 
gifted artists from all fields - music, 
dance, art and cinema, were invited 
to perform. Their presentations took 
everyone on a spellbinding journey, 
by the end of which, everyone ap-
preciated and fell a little more in love 
with our heritage. The stage of the 

Main Auditorium witnessed the likes 
of prominent artists like renowned 
Kathak danseuse Shovana Narayana, 
sitar player Ustad Irshad Khan, Qa-
wwali exponents the Warsi Brothers 
and many more. In addition to the 
events, a heritage walk was also or-
ganized to the Rashtrapati Bhawan, 
wherein a group of around 30 stu-
dents were allowed to enter and ex-
plore the President’s residence. The 
fest succeeded in achieving its aim of 
promoting the vibrant Indian culture 
and making students feel a sense of 
pride about it. 

Kriti, the annual fest of Prayaas, 
formerly The Neighbourhood Proj-
ect, is organized every year in April 
and provides a wonderful platform 
not only for underprivileged chil-
dren, but also for nearby NGOs. 
More than 50 NGOs attended, in or-
der to collectively work on the chal-
lenges faced by the children, and the 
means to overcome them. For stu-
dents, a medical camp was conduct-

ed where every student underwent a 
complete health check-up by a team 
of experts. Apart from this, there 
were several competitions lined up 
for the participating children, rang-
ing from painting and quizzes to a 
talent hunt. The event was conclud-
ed by the announcement of the Best 
NGO, which was decided on the 
count of prizes that students from 
the respective NGOs bagged in indi-
vidual competitions. Over the years, 
the Prayaas family has contributed 
massively for the welfare of the less 
fortunate through their fest and reg-
ular teaching work. 

Search
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Time and again, NSITians have proved their excellence in various fields and brought laurels to the institute. The placement record of our students has 
always been off the charts and the batch of 2016 performed no less than expected. Ranging from the technical giants like Google and Amazon to 
the non-technical industries like Bain and McKinsey, NSITians have conquered them all. And not to forget those who managed to get admission into 
prestigious colleges like Indian Institute of Management(IIM), London School and Economics (LSE)  and Carnegie Mellon University(CMU) . We present 
to you the achievers of 2016:-

Akshay Vats
Branch – COE
Placed at Google

Vidit Jain
Branch-IT
Placed at Amazon

Prerita Tomar
Branch-ICE
Placed at Bain Capability 
Center(BCC)

Tushar Bhasin
Branch-ECE
Pursuing MBA at 
IIMC

Sartaj Singh
Branch-ECE
Summer student 
at CERN Labs

Akshit Kanda
Branch-ICE
Pursuing MS in ECE at 
Carnegie Mellon Univer-
sity

Shashwat Deepali 
Nagar
Branch-BT
Pursuing MS in Bioin-
formatics at Georgia 
Institute of Technology

Mayank Mishra
Branch-ICE
Pursuing Masters’ in 
Financial Risk Manage-
ment at NUS, London 
School of Economics

shared TNP’s post

added 100 photos in the albumNSIT Recruiters’16

November 4th

November 5th

Arushee Sharma Achievers ’16

Swati Hans and 45 others.

Deepika Naryani and 124 others

+89 Others
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   Address: Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology, Azad Hind Fauz Marg, Sec. - 3, Dwarka, New Delhi 

Contact us at: nsit.newspaper@nsitonline.in

Connect with us on fb.com/nsitalliance
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The Big Two of NSIT are finally here 
in all their glory. It’s time to pack up 
your best stitches and shift to the 
hostels, for these fests are just as 
fun at night as they are in the day. 
There will be a plethora of events 
happening all around you and you’ll 
be spoilt for choice when it comes 
to food. Dream about a ball dance 
under the Admin Bridge? Fancy a 
few shots at the laser tag arena? 

Why not check out the fashion pa-
rade? Is that Naveen Kasturia? 

The sheer scale of the entire  oc-
casion will leave you dizzy (if noth-
ing else does), and you’ll definitely 
be interested in one of the several 
cultural events that will be taking 
place at night, be it the music or 
the dance or the comedy shows. Or 
maybe not. Maybe you want to ex-

plore your own talent and give a try 
at the competitive events that are 
happening during the daytime. Dra-
ma? Check. Poetry? Check. Coding? 
Check. Robotics? Check. Dance? 
Double check. These events will 
blow your mind and somehow ev-
eryday life will never be the same 
again, as the memories come back 
each day as you sit by another lec-
ture, daydreaming about the things 

in store for you the next year.

The first year is nearly finished 
and soon enough you’ll get to brag 
about stories of your college life to 
all of your juniors. Congratulations 
on making it this far, it must truly 
have been a ride.

added 40 photos to the album
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